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Abstract 
At the problem session of the 14th British Combinatorial Conference, Cameron asked for 
a bijection between the set of permutations of { 1,2 ... . .  nl. with all cycles of even length and the 
set of permutations of { 1, 2 ..... n} with all cycles odd (where n is even). Here we give bijections 
between more general sets of permutations. 
At the problem session of the 14th British Combinator ia l  Conference, 1993, Peter 
Cameron proposed the problem: 
l f  n is even, the number of  permutations of { 1 . . . . .  n} with all cycles o/even length is 
equal to the number of permutations with all cycles of odd length (each is (n - 1)!! 2 ). 
Find a bijective proof of this fact. 
(This is Problem 10 in the original list, Problem 224 on page 409 in this volume.) We 
shall state and answer a general ization of this problem and also consider the case 
when n is odd. 
Suppose (2 is a finite set of cardinal i ty # ~ = n. If S ___ ~2, let X ~(S) denote the set of 
all permutations,  ~, of O with the property: a cycle of ~z lies in S if, and only if, it has 
odd length. Also, when n is even, let pO denote the set of all permutat ions of ~'2 with 
every cycle of length 2. We prove the following result. 
Theorem 1. Suppose n is even. Then 
(i) For any two subsets S and T of ~2 there is a bijection 
OS, T:X~2(S)=~ X~(T) .  
Furthermore, (~R,SdPS, T = (~R,T and C~s,r~)r, s is the identity on X°(S) .  
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(ii) There is a bijection z :X~(0) -~ pa  x P~. 
The bijection ~bo,~ answers Cameron's  question. 
It is easy to see that, i fn is even, then #PO = 1 × 3 × 5 x -.. ×(n - 1) [2, 1.2.15] (in 
the notation of Sloane [3], this number is (n - 1)!!) and so we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 1. Suppose n is even. Then, for every subset S of £2, 
#X~(S)= 12x32×52×. . .x (n  - l) 2. 
Now we consider the odd case. 
Theorem 2. Suppose n is odd. Then,for any two subsets S and T of £2, there is a bijection 
~bs, r :Xa(S)  x T~ XQ(T) xS. 
Suppose n is odd and * is any element of £2. A permutat ion in Xa({*})  must 
fix * and have all other cycles even and so there is an obvious bijection 
Xa({*})  ~* X t2- {*}(0) • Now Coroll lary 1 and Theorem 2 (with {*} for T) give the 
following result. 
Corollary 2. Suppose n is odd. Then, for every subset S of £2, 
#XQ(S)  = 12X32 x52x . . .x (n - -  2)2× #S.  
Remark.  The permutat ions in Xa(£2) are exactly the permutat ions on Q of odd order. 
So #X~(£2) may be found by setting q = 2 in the expression given by Erd6s and 
Turfin [1]: if q ~< n is a prime power, then the number of permutat ions of £2 whose 
orders are not divisible by q is 
Happily, this agrees with the number we get by taking S = £2 in the two corollaries. 
The bijections. We suppose the set (2 to be linearly ordered. We define a word on 
£2 to be a string, Xo... Xk, of distinct elements of £2 and say that this word is proper if it 
is not empty and if its first element, xo, is the least of its elements. The support of 
Xo... xk is the set {xo . . . . .  Xk }. A sentence on £2 is a set of proper words whose supports 
are pairwise disjoint. We will often think of a sentence as a string 
ao... ap I bo... bq [ . . . . . . . . .  I Zo...  Zr, 
of proper words separated by ]'s, such that a0 < b0 < ... < Zo. The support of a sen- 
tence is the union of the supports of its words. Plainly the sentences with support f2 
correspond bijectively (by way of the cyclic decomposit ion of permutations) to the 
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permutat ions on ~2, the cycles of the permutat ion corresponding to a sentence being 
the words of that sentence. 
Say that a word is even or odd according to whether it has even or odd length and 
that a sentence is even (respectively, odd) if each of its words is even (respectively, odd). 
If n is a sentence on f2 and S _~ fL let Zrs denote the sentence made up of the words in 
n whose supports lie entirely in S. w will denote an arbitrary sentence and 0 denotes 
the empty sentence. Define 
0:{odd sentences with an even number of words} ~ {even sentences~ 
by 00 := 0 and 
O(ao...aplbo...bq]w):= ao...apbqlbo...bq l lOw 
(removing any empty words which may arise). Then 0 is a bijection, with inverse 
defined by0  10 :=0and0 l (ao. . .a t )=a0. . .a  t l l anand 
0 1 (ao... ap[ bo... bq ] w): = { ao... ap 1 [ ap] 0 1 (bo... bq [ W) if a t < b0, 
ao...ap 1]bo...bqap[O lw otherwise. 
Now we can define the bijections of our two theorems. If n is even, we define the 
bijection 4)s.r of Theorem l(i), by way of the bijection qSs: XO(S)--, Xa(O), where 
4sTr := (re - ~s) u 0rc~. 
(The inverse to ~bs is given by ~bs lp := (p - Ps) ~ 0 los.) Then 0s . r :=  C~s497: ~
The map X of Theorem 1 (ii) (n even) is defined by 
Z(ao.. .apLb0.. .bql. . . )  
:= ((aoal )(a2a3)..,(a v- lap)(bobl ) .... (apao)(al a2)...(bqbo)... ) 
To define the inverse to )~, suppose (a, fl) e pa  x PQ. So :( and fl are each products of 
disjoint transpositions. Form the graph whose vertices are the elements of ~2, two 
vertices being joined if they are paired in ~ or ft. This graph is a disjoint union of cycles 
of even length. Each cycle contributes the proper word xy . . . z  to Z- l (e ,  fl), where x, 
the smallest vertex in the cycle, is paired with y in :~ and we read off the other vertices 
in the cyclic order determined by xy. 
Finally, we define the bijection tPs, r of Theorem 2. Suppose n is odd and let 
oc denote the largest element of f2. For S ~_ f2, we define a bijection Os:Xa(S)---, 
X a ~(0) xS  and then @S,T := (t/iS X T)(~lJrxS) -1. Suppose r reX°(S)  and suppose 
ns = ao...apslw. Then 
~s~:  = t~', s), 
where 7r' is the sentence formed from zr by replacing ~s by ao...at[ Ow and then 
changing oc to s (and, possibly, rotating the word that now contains s). We leave the 
definition of the inverse to t)s as an easy exercise for the reader. 
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